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In his paper Samuel Messick covers many important aspects of evaluation, and especially emphasizes cognitive styles and affective reactions as they pertain to instructional research. In addition to the commonly assessed areas of pupil achievement, cognitive styles and affective reactions are suggested as further areas of possible assessment in evaluation studies. Among the major themes of Dr. Messick's paper are the need for assessing multiple dimensions of instructional outcomes, the importance of value judgments in instructional systems and their evaluation, and the role that individual differences in cognitive styles and information processing may play in future instructional research.

The idea of assessing the possible and not just the intended outcomes raises some important issues for the evaluator. At a first glance the term "intended" (the counter term "unintended") poses a difficulty. It takes a great deal of wisdom on the part of the evaluator to anticipate the unintended outcomes of instruction and to make the necessary plans for their assessment. In one sense the unintended outcomes may be conceived as unsought "side effects." In a hypothetical example a high school district adopted a new tenth grade science curriculum. The objectives of the
curriculum, among others, were to foster scientific thinking and to develop laboratory skills and an understanding of the scope of science. At the end of the year, the pupils performed satisfactorily on tests designed to measure these objectives. A negative "side effect," however, was seen in the fact that only a small proportion of these tenth grade pupils elected an eleventh grade science course the following year. The proportion of these students electing the eleventh grade science course was significantly smaller than the proportion of eleventh grade students taking science courses over the preceding years.

The curriculum builders and school administrators felt that there was a cause and effect relationship in the situation and decided that it was important to learn more about why the students generally failed to elect an eleventh grade science course. This negative "side effect" or unintended outcome was assessed by student interview.

A second form of the unintended outcome occurs when the curriculum developer explicitly attempts to develop a certain set of behaviors but not other behaviors. For this example let us assume that he is attempting to develop behaviors A, B, and C but not D. In this case the intended outcomes are A, B, and C where D becomes explicitly stated as an unintended outcome. An example might be found in one of the modern mathematics curricula developed in the
early 1960's. Behaviors A, B, and C might be represented by three sophisticated mathematics behaviors such as understanding of different number systems, the development of heuristics in problem solving, and an understanding of mathematical algorithms. Behavior D (the unintended outcome) might be represented by a traditional mathematical skill such as accuracy in routine computations or competence in translating Roman numerals. In the mathematics curriculum, the developer of the instructional program has in part exposed his value system.

The example of the mathematics curriculum represents a common problem that faced evaluators in the 1960's. The problem is manifested in the area of instrumentation where the instructional system or curriculum developer felt that standardized testing instruments failed to measure the dimensions he was interested in--A, B, and C (his intended outcomes)--but measured dimension D (his unintended outcome) with relative precision and validity. The mathematics curriculum suggested has led to considerable debate about the role of comparing outcomes across competing curricula or instructional systems when the competing systems have different intended outcomes.

Michael Scriven (1966) has introduced the terms formative and summative evaluation. Formative evaluation is the gathering of information in the early phases of developing a system of instruction. It is used for immediate feedback in modification of the materials.
Summative evaluation provides information to the potential consumers of the instructional product. However, as Scriven has pointed out, the distinction between the two terms is not always clear. If curriculum is to be an ongoing activity, a summative evaluation will serve as a first stage of a formative evaluation for the second wave of innovation. In the example of the mathematics curriculum developed above, the evaluator would be asked to provide information on dimension D as well as dimensions A, B, and C if the evaluation were summative.

The two examples of unintended outcomes are developed to show that an outcome may be an unsought side effect, unplanned by the innovator, or may reflect an a priori value judgment by the innovator to exclude certain dimensions from the instructional system.

Dr. Messick has urged evaluators to include psychological as well as achievement dimensions in the evaluative act. He has proposed that, in addition to assessing the face value components of achievement, instructional systems must also focus on processes and psychological variables as outcomes.

The issue of value judgments in evaluation cannot be over-emphasized. Dr. Messick has pointed out that value judgments are made at many phases in the development and assessment of instructional systems. Judgments determine what the anticipated behavioral outcomes are, how they are to be reached, the components and constructs to be measured, and the selection of instruments or techniques
to measure or assess the components and constructs and, at a later stage, are used to reach decisions from the outcome data matrix. Too frequently value judgments, at least explicitly, are faced only at the decision-making stages, if at all.

Scriven (1966) has taken the position that the evaluator must play a key role in the incorporation of value judgments in the evaluative process. This is not easy task for the curriculum evaluator, and because he may not represent the specific discipline underlying the curriculum innovation he has felt that the judgmental processes must be left to the curriculum innovator who does represent the field. Robert Stake (1967) has hypothesized that the evaluator might have less access to data if he became identified with the judging of an instructional program. Stake also suggests the problem involved in judging the merit of a program from multivariate data where some of the outcomes are positive and supportive while other outcomes from the same program may reflect negative findings.

If we are to follow Scriven's suggestion that evaluators play active roles in the establishment and utilization of value judgments, we will probably have to give thought to the future sources of evaluators and careful thought as to their training. In addition, the need for identifying methods to analyze values reflected in a program or instructional system (and across competing instructional systems)
will hopefully be given more emphasis in evaluation enterprises of the future.

A proposal is made here that might complement methodologies in evaluating and assessing values in instructional research. The proposal states that outcomes at any stage of instruction can be assessed in terms of how well the instruction has prepared the students for future learning. An assumption is made here that learning is a continuous process and that school curricula will eventually reflect a continuity of experiences rather than inarticulated segments of curricula, i.e., elementary school math, junior high school math, etc. The success of an instructional program at any level could then be evaluated, in part, in terms of pupils' increased aptitudes for future learning.

I would now like to turn to the problem of utilizing individual difference data as elements in the process of placing groups of students in the most appropriate learning treatment. By most appropriate I mean the assignment of pupils to a learning situation or treatment where the pupil has the highest probability of maximum output or achievement. Dr. Messick has carried his suggestions past the initial stages of evaluation to the stage of implementation.

The model using the interaction of treatment or instruction and selected individual differences of learners has received a great deal of attention recently (Cronbach & Gleser, 1964; and Cronbach, 1966). While there is not always agreement about the results of such
an interaction model, the conceptualization does form interesting and explicit hypotheses and requires a major change in the application of quantitative strategies to education. It was not too many years ago that behavioral scientists hoped for non-significant statistical interactions in their analysis of factorial designs. Non-significant statistical findings at the interaction level allowed them (so they believed) to move on to the clear testing of major effects. Similarly, statistical textbooks frequently emphasized techniques for pooling the lower order interaction mean squares with the error mean square so that more stable error terms would be available for testing main effects. This technique of pooling reduced type two errors at the expense of potentially destroying the "nuisance" relationships displayed in interactions.

Dr. Messick has stated that interaction models may be useful in the examination of relationships between teacher and pupil characteristics on cognitive dimensions and in determining how these factors might interact to effect pupil learning. One may also wonder about the possible relationships between different organizations of the teaching act with pupil and teacher characteristics and how these would jointly effect pupil learning. Lastly, one may consider the relationship of individual differences on cognitive dimensions (teacher and pupil) and the structuring of the content of instruction. Might there be ways of organizing and presenting the content
of instruction so that it interacts with individual differences of pupils and teachers and teaching methods?

The use of individual difference interaction models will require concentrated efforts by evaluators to develop measures with minimal errors of measurement at the critical positions on the individual difference scales where decisions are made to assign pupils to learning experiences.

The technique of developing evaluation instruments for reliably measuring individual differences has recently given ground to the development of techniques to assess and evaluate group performance. Evaluation studies will need to determine both the important research questions and what mixture or combination of individual versus group assessments reflect the most appropriate techniques for answering the crucial questions underlying assessment and evaluation of a specific instructional system. The item or matrix sampling model developed by Frederic Lord (Lord & Novick, 1968) is a valuable technique for estimating group performance on many dimensions. Additional sampling combinations of items and subjects (successive matrix samplings) would provide a better estimation of the total covariance structure of the set of behaviors under investigation. However, as Dr. Messick points out, there are limitations and potential dangers in inferring performance of individuals from "averaged" or group assessments. This danger is probably more
severe in assessing personality dimensions than in assessing achievement output.

It becomes apparent to the evaluator that there is an almost infinite number of possible dimensions to assess and evaluate. The innovator-evaluator must decide which dimensions have the greatest potential for providing information for himself while also providing multi-dimensional outcome measures for the potential consumer. Value judgments again must play an important role. Explicit statements from the innovator-evaluator concerning priorities assigned to measures, and facts relating to which evaluative dimensions are not included in the study are crucial.

I would now like to consider a few problems that lie ahead in the utilization of individual difference measures in the cognitive style (non-achievement) areas in curriculum research. The study of individual differences in cognitive styles is in its infancy. Dr. Messick encourages use of longitudinal methods to study the long term interactions between achievement and such psychological processes as cognitive styles. It would be possible and highly desirable to readminister achievement and cognitive batteries over a long period of time and to study the covariance patterns over time within and between the achievement and cognitive domains. The processes underlying achievement and cognitive functions may both be changing, thus making the analyses themselves and the understanding of the analyses
very difficult. Witkin and his colleagues (Witkin, Goodenough, & Karp, 1967) have recently reported longitudinal and cross-sectional data on measures of cognitive style. More research of this nature will be needed if we are to utilize and understand cognitive styles and their potential for curriculum research.

Dr. Messick has called to our attention three other aspects related to the role of cognitive styles and curriculum research. He has told us that school experiences should foster an increase in the repertoire of styles for individuals rather than increase the competencies of an individual on a limited set of styles at the expense of other styles. The latter possibility is an inherent danger in the individual difference interaction model. It might be possible to structure an educational experience so that groups of students develop or increase their cognitive abilities along one dimension while failing to incorporate other styles into their repertoire. The educator must be very careful in structuring these experiences. If we take the dimension of tempo outlined by Jerome Kagan (1966), analytic versus impulsive styles, it is easy to let the semantics of analytic over impulsive determine what appears to be the obvious treatment—and desirable outcome. We must learn to know under what conditions it is favorable for a specific student to act analytically, under what conditions it is best for him to act impulsively, and then to determine a course of instruction that will foster both. It would
also be important to teach the student to decide when one style or
the other is more appropriate or beneficial.

Dr. Messick has hypothesized that there may be some very im-
portant stages in the development of conceptual or cognitive styles,
possibly in the very early years, prior to the organism being exposed
to formal education. A great deal of research will undoubtedly be
devoted to this area in the future.

My final point concerns the difficulty of administering non-
achievement batteries in the evaluation of instructional programs.
By non-achievement I refer to measures of personality, cognitive
style, attitude, etc. The problem of invasion of privacy must be
considered. In addition, how do students respond to tests not per-
ceived as achievement measures? Students and school administrators
will not see the relevance of non-achievement type tests to the
evaluation of instructional outcomes.

We will need to convince ourselves first of the utility of
individual differences such as cognitive style for instructional
research, and then help the innovator to see the value of including
these and other process variables in the instructional "package."
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